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A Summary of the Research on Student Graphing 
Misconceptions and Their Roots  

 
By Emily R. Fagan 

 
 
It is not enough for teachers to simply understand where their students have mathematical 
miscues or misconceptions. It is essential for teachers to identify why those mistakes and 
misconceptions occur. Reflecting on student misunderstandings can inform instruction that 
addresses students’ mathematical misconceptions. In their review of the introductory instructional 
substance of functions and graphs, entitled “Functions, Graphs and Graphing: Tasks, Learning 
and Teaching” (1990), Leinhardt, Zaslavsky, and Stein examine the common student 
misconceptions and difficulties with this mathematical content and skills.  The authors assign the 
significant student difficulties to three categories:  “interval/point confusion,” “slope-height 
confusion,” and “iconic interpretation.” (page 37) An example of each is illustrated below.  
 
Interval/Point Confusion 
 

 
 
When asked a question such as “When was Plant B taller than Plant A?”, students often answer 
with a point in time rather than with the interval(s) in time.  For example, a student might state that 
Plant B was taller than Plant A at 26 days. While technically, this answer may not be incorrect, it 
is not as detailed as it might be and may indicate a limited understanding of graphical 
interpretation and the overall situation of the growth of the plants. 
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Slope/Height Confusion 
 

Tanya and Pedro’s Trips to School 

 
 
 
When asked a question such as, “At 8:20, who is going faster, Tanya or Pedro?”, students 
commonly respond “Tanya.” In doing this they are confusing slope and height. Because the 
height of Tanya’s graph is greater than the height of Pedro’s graph, they think she must be going 
faster. In fact, speed is represented not by the height of the graph but by the slope of the tangent 
to the graph at that particular point in time. Since the slope of Pedro’s graph is steeper, he is 
going faster at 8:20. Instruction needs to break students of the tendency to view the highest point 
as necessarily the greatest.  For analyses about speed on a distance-time graph, height is not the 
significant graphical characteristic. 
 
Claude Janvier (1978, 1981) asserts that both “point/interval confusion” and “slope/height 
confusion” may be explained by the traditional approach to teaching students how to graph. 
Often, students are asked to construct a graph by plotting points from a table of values.  This 
process shapes their views of the graphs and may encourage graphical interpretations that focus 
on a point rather than significant characteristics of a graph such as interval and slope. Teachers 
should pose questions that require students to look at the overall shape and characteristics of a 
graph and the trends suggested by the graph. The use of qualitative graphs lends itself to these 
objectives. 
 
Iconic Interpretation 
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Students often view a graph as a literal picture of a situation (iconic representation). When asked 
what a graph like the one pictured above might represent, a student might answer that it shows 
someone traveling up a hill, down the other side, due east along a flat road, and then down a hill.   
 
Conversely, if asked to show graphically a runner’s trip around an oval track, a student might 
draw a picture of the track (an oval). 
 
By helping students to understand the breadth of concrete and abstract information contained in a 
graph, teachers can dismantle the notion of the graph as a literal picture of the journey. Providing 
opportunities to connect a physical motion to its graph, and vice versa, can help students think 
more abstractly about the graph. 
 
Leinhardt, Zaslavsky, and Stein concluded that “some situations are more likely to bring forth 
misconceptions than are others. In general, students seem to have a difficult time grasping 
concepts that arise from variables not actually shown on the graph.” In other words, interpreting 
speed from a distance-time graph presents a greater challenge than it does from a speed-time 
graph. Furthermore, pronounced features such as sharp rises or falls lend themselves to 
misconception, as do provocative and familiar variables that distract students.  (Leinhardt, et al, 
pp. 42-43)  
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